


I’ve got a 

Masters Degree
in Architecture

PHOTOSHOP 

ILLUSTRATOR 

INDESIGN 

CSS & HTML

PREMIERE

SOME OF THE SOFTWARE 
THAT I’M FAMILIAR WITH

2D SOFTWARE & CODING 3D & CAD SOFTWARE 

REVIT 

RHINOCEROS

3DS MAX 

AUTOCAD 

CRYENGINE 3 

I’ve been designing stuff 
across the world for over

+ 9 YEARS
Freelance Web & Graphic Designer | 2005-Present

Web & Graphic Designer  at AHG Industry | 2010 - 2011

UX UI Designer | 2010 - Present

GRADINAR
RAZVAN

My name is 

as well as other

Degrees  & Certifications:
Brainbench Photoshop “Master”
Level Certificate

B.U.L.A.T.S. English DiplomaBachelor & Masters Degree
in Architecture.

3 UX Designer Certifications
by Udemy

My work has been displayed multiple times 
at Oradea  Art Gallery as part of different  

EXHIBITS

Selected works of Year 1 Architecture Students

Modern Hotel Concepts & Local Urban Planning

Modern Youth Centers & Urban planning

Local Water Tower Reconversion

I also like to participate at different

COMPETITIONS
when i have the time:

Design contest held by ORADEA ARCHITECTURE
 ORDER  - first place

ARCHIPRIX  - WORLDS BEST GRADUATION
 PROJECTS
The university I’ve studied at, selected my project 
to represent  them at Madrid in 2015

ISTOCKPHOTO.com “Battle Royale” 
- 9th place from over 110  entries



That I’ve gained as a multidisciplinary designer

that I’ve worked with and can talk about 
freely without breaching the NDA.BRANDS

A few of theSKILLS AND
EXPERIENCE

Wireframing

Card Sorting

User Personas

Rapid Prototyping

User Flows & Journey

Usability & Heat Maps

Online MarOnline Marketing

Gamification

Conversions

A/B Testing

Site Maps

Sketching

UX  Design Graphic
Design

Color Theory

Composition

Matte Painting

Perspective & 3D

Photo Manipulation

Photo Retouching

CorpoCorporate Identity

Typography

Advertising 

Print Design

Branding  

UI Design

Online Trends

Web & Mobile Design

SEO & Link Building

CSS & HTML - Intermediate 

Magento E-commerce

CoCopywriting

Joomla CMS

Wordpress

Bootstrap

Agile

Web & Visual
 Design

Some of the online 

that I’m experienced with

PLATFORMS

During the year my work has been featured on these amazing websites:

by AbduzeedoWorlds Best Graduation Projects

habrahabr.ru





I know, you probably seen that I do and I’m experienced with a lot of
 things in my resume, well here are the UX UI projects as proof to that

and across all my projects you will be guided, 
hopefully understanding my thinking and that 
my workflow varies from project to project

//Archwaves - Social Network
- ability to tackle product design and prepare a website for launch
- ability to design both UX and visual designs for complex and large scale projects
- create complex gamification system as a way to boost user engagement
- identyfing the most common used and important features of an app so users
will have easy access to them
- ability to work in all areas of the product c- ability to work in all areas of the product cycle
- agile workflow

//Timesheet Application - Web / Desktop app
- ability to  come up with multiple approaches and choosing the best one
- ability to brainstorm solutions based on a strict and really short description
- how data and decissions influence my design process
- using clever solutions to solve problems with the use of an API
- working on a deadline, identyfing a product MVP features
- thinking b- thinking beyond the screen by thinking about possible user health issues

//German Crystal- E-commerce
- ability to come up with improvements to a live product
- fix multiple UX issues across usability, flow, features and so on
- use conversions tehniques to increase sales
- using heatmaps to prove my design decissions
- integrating new product features into the existing website
- working in a waterfall d- working in a waterfall dev. environment
- ability to document and motivate my decissions
- ability to tackle both UX and visual design at the same time
- working with custom e-commerce platforms

//Faceboook Smart Watch App
- ability to craft UX for the latest technology
- my approach when it comes to designing for mobile or tablets
- high fidelity wireframes
- identifying current device limitations 
- how to use gesture to improve the user experience
- using unique location based features to push new type of features- using unique location based features to push new type of features
- how to solve multiple UX problems that appear for large apps
- how to keep the experience consistent between web and device

//Guild Wars 2 - MMO Game UX UI
- ability to tackle large non web UX designs
- ability to craft visual designs that blend into the existing style or art direction
- problem solving skills as the document is setup to quickly point the problem and my solution
- proposal of new features based on feedback and brainstorming
- improvements of the user experience beyond the UI
- - my ability to understand user needs and come up with solutions that they would enjoy

//UX Articles
- showcasing some of my knowledge when it comes to UX, Agile & other niches

//Visual Designs
- some of the visual designs that I’ve created during my time as a senior designer

//Uglyshoes - Magento E-commerce
- ability to handle a project from start to finish, including marketing, launch strategy and seo
- choosing the best solution when starting a new project by colaborating with the client
- how I indetified the user group I was targeting via the use of market research and branding
- how I built user personas based on actual user data,  although the website wasn’t live
- proficiency with Magento and how I keep tracked of plugins while designing the wireframes
- ability to s- ability to sketch website flows and craft user scenarios based on user personas
- seo skill set

//Builtbyg - Multi Niche Online Portfolio
- market research and documenting my findings
- user research based on multiple user groups 
- how I select page structure, layout and navigation before I start wireframing
- using animations to engage users
- making things intuitive for even a simple thing like a image grid
- ability to use Google Analytics and Google - ability to use Google Analytics and Google Webmaster tools to gather user data 
and inform my decission based on it
- ability to use my SEO skills to identify a users search pattern, understanding how
they search, how they came across the page and what information they are looking for
- identyfing if mobile design is worth pursuing for a project
- ability to write code for live tweaking/prototyping and my familiarity with Wordpress
- wireframe sketching and ui element sketchin
- ite- iterating based on live feedback
- optimizing a website speed and structure



German Crystal.

MY ROLE:   
UX DESIGNER & VISUAL DESIGNER

The project involved redesigning their entire 
e-commerce platform which featured unique 
visual designs based on the collection

the user was browsing

Reference: Alexandra Tintoi

e-commerce

After an initial talk with the stakeholders
they pointed out the requirements

- improve the user experience and the visual design
- improve the two unique designs, one aimed at more conservative people and 
the second one aimed at young adults with a really colorful look
- maintain a horizontal navigation
- apply conversions tactics to increase sales
- design while keeping to the brand colors and guidelines
- work within the - work within the existing platform limitations
- improve the overall user shopping experience
- integrate a light gamification system via a points system into the design
- communicate with developers and assist in the implementation of the design 
by providing developer notes
- design most of the areas with German text, which lead to working closely with
the other teams to assist with the translations

Requirements:

The work flow involved was based on the water-
fall model, while the platform used for the e-com-
merce website was a custom in-house solution 
build upon the Symphony PHP framework.

Technology:



the full document is confidential so I’m only allowed
to show this image



- users having problems swapping between the two 
collections due to them being unintuitive which lead 
to users having to go back to the home screen to 
change collection. Solved by incorporating a quick 
switch option between collections from any area of 
the site.

- lack of a w- lack of a way for users to track their orders,  pay-
ments, etc as the user control panel only had a way 
to edit their information. Solved by creating a fully 
fledges user dashboard, offering complete control.

- users getting redirected to their mini control 
once they logged in instead of the page they were 
previously leading to website errors. Solved by 
changing the flow, so they would be redirected to 
the area they were on. 

- users were encou- users were encouraged to click on the back button 
multiple times to navigate between pages, solved by 
incorporating a slimmer better navigation at key 
visual location, bread crumbs and the ability to easy 
switch between collections

- users could only see products on only 30% of the - users could only see products on only 30% of the 
screen due to the top and bottom taking the addi-
tional screen space, solved by redesigning the top 
bar and the navigation

- users couldn't see which is a clickable link, solved 
by using arrows and underlines for links

- lack of a visual hierarchy which lead to users having 
difficulties identifying which is the button for their 
account, solved by using color to attract users atten-
tion to key visual elements

- users would get redirected to a separate page to 
login, solved by using a quick drop down login form

- users weren’t encouraged to explore other area of 
the site, affecting sales, solved by displaying a best 
buy area, suggesting related products and other 
similar tweaks

- lack of a product sorting which lead users to face - lack of a product sorting which lead users to face 
difficulties when  browsing products, solved by 
incorporating a sorting feature

- users were redirected to the product cart page, 
once they added a product to the cart, thus  having 
to go back to the previous page, solved by using a 
quick cart button

- lack of help with their decisions, using a - lack of help with their decisions, using a rating pre-
view system and social sharing of their customized 
products helped better inform their buying deci-
sions with the help of the community or friends

- on the product browsing page, the product naviga-
tion was placed at the bottom, thus users wouldn’t 
find it, solved by moving the navigation to the sides 
and increasing their size thus making it more obvi-
ous

-  integrating a visual order confirmation also helped 
users be informed that their product has been 
added, without having to then check the cart to see

- users were required to redo the product customi-
zation each time they left the site or switched their 
pc, solved by having an option to save their customi-
zation 

- users might get distracted by the social platform 
buttons, which was solved by lowering their opacity 
and using a more neutral color palette to blend them

- users were presented with the main website navi-
gation only after they choose a collection, solved by 
using a global menu that was present everywhere

- users were having a problem understanding that 
the two areas of the homepage, were actually but-
tons and the bottom were a second set of buttons. 
This lead to users not knowing how to access the 
collection, which was solved by grouping all four
above the fold and making the collections bigger



Once these changes were approved I then
started crafting the user experience:













tackling each page individually and changing the visual design based on the ...       ... collection the user selected, thus sticking to the project requirements







so I started improving the existing design as initially planned.
and here are some additional user flows,
directly from the final visual designso I started improving the existing design as initially planned.





BUILTBYG.
 ROLE:   UX DESIGNER & VISUAL DESIGNER

URL:  http://builtbyg.com

Since it’s my personal project, I am able
to share more information about my process
without having to worry about NDA’s

The goal was to design a portfolio showcasing my experience 
and work from different design niches that I’m experience 
with and passionate about, while making it easier for the user 
to identify my experience and work for each design role.

Deliverables:

- market research
- website traffic breakdown
- wireframes
- user personas and user groups
- user research
- user journ- user journey
- website flow and maps
- user search patterns
- mobile version analysis
- live prototypes and iterations
- visual design
- website speed optimization
- web platform setup- web platform setup
- over 1500 lines of css

Whad I did:

1. Identified who is my audience:
2. how  will they be reaching my website?
3. what they would like to see?
4. what would be the easiest way to display the info?
5. how they are interacting with the product?
6. Adapted 6. Adapted my website tone, text, content and
interactions based on the user group.
7. Designed the user experience and visual design
8. Created live prototypes and iterations
9. Optimized the website and wrote 1500 lines of CSS

Software:

- Axure, 
- Photoshop , 
- Illustrator, 
- pen & paper,
- Wordpress, 
- Google Analytics- Google Analytics



- young architects were usually using PDF 
portfolios and companies were focused more 
on the buildings visual side and only in rare 
cases presenting actual building plans.

- most websites used a grid layout placed 
either at the top or below the fold

- some ux designers were - some ux designers were exploring multi di-
rectional navigation, making it hard to navi-
gate and understand which is project a , 
which is project b...is this related to project A 
or maybe project B

- there were only a few cases of sliders being 
utilized and most websites used a standard 
multi page page layout

Being familiar with the industry I already had a deep understand-
ing of the market and its requirement so the whole process went 
quite fast, I’ve started researching each niche that I was targeting 
and here are the conclusions:

- I looked at the way the projects are presented, 
the number of projects displayed, content 
placement, ease of use and interactions

- the research concluded that there was a grow-
ing trend in the industry to display their work 
directly from a website like dribbble or behance 
using their API.

- ux designers usually had around 3-4 projects 
displayed with a low to medium detailing level, 
only a few companies had really in depth studies 
showcasing their research and though process

- some ux designers went - some ux designers went overboard by incorpo-
rating advanced interaction principles, forget-
ting the fact that their client base might have 
trouble with it thus affecting their website effi-
ciency

- only a few had their resume displayed
or offered a download-able PDF with their
work samples

- only a few displayed awards, testimonials or
 clients they've worked with

- heavy use of icons  either for nav-
igation or to display their services

- ghost buttons also known as outline 
buttons were quite popular and most
designers mentioned their location 

- most websites used a light colored 
scheme with a minimalistic or flat 
design look

- page load times were fast due to using 
a traditional website structure that
involved multiple pages

- page load times were fast due to using 
a traditional website structure that
involved multiple pages

- blogs were popular only in the web 
design niche,in other niches being 
quite rare

4-10

PDF

GRID

CONFUSING
NAVIGATION

MULTI 

PAGE
WEBSITE

ICONS

CV

EXPERIENCE

BLOGS

GHOST

BACKGROUND

BUTTONS

LIGHT

PAGE LOAD

API

3-4

average projects 
displayed in a 
portfolio

BASED LAYOUT

UX case studies

some cases of
unintuitive
website 
navigation

Market Research Conclusions:

TIME

NO
ANIMATIONS

As with any project I started researching 
to see what the current trend is, generate
ideas and document what elements I need.
This helped identify how many projects I should list, what issues 
I’ve noticed at other portfolios and if I need to include a pdf 
portfolio and a resume.

So what were the problems & challenges?

1. how to display my entire work while also giving users the chance to see
work and experience tailored to those design roles? 

2. how to decrease the website load time? 

3. how to design a portfolio based around my targeted audience and displaying
information that they would like or need to see?  

4. choosing if it’s worth designing a mobile website? 4. choosing if it’s worth designing a mobile website? 

5. choosing the easiest navigation for the users? 

6. how to make the portfolio image grid intuitive for my full portfolio? 

7. how to tell my story and what type of tone and wording should I use? 



as well as see which were a one time deal and which were 
a constant source of traffic, thus identifying which are the 
main users and which are seasonal users. 

these websites would pro-
vide a huge initial website 
traffic and slowdown as 
the weeks passed, provid-
ing SEO benefits rather 
then a solid traffic source

these websites 
would provide a 
constant traffic 
source

THE WEBSITE

Daily Traffic Weekly Traffic Weekly Traffic

Monthly Traffic
when I upload new work
and when I get featured
or list my website on an 
online gallery

Weekly Traffic
when I write a new 
blog post

when I write a guest post 
or get featured as part of 
an article

Monthly Traffic

SOCIAL
NETWORKS

DIRECTORGANIC
SEARCH

ONLINE
GALLERIES

OTHER WEBSITES

Main Sources

DESIGN
BLOGS

CONTENT
SHARING
PLATFORMS

The Main Goals:

Achieved: by using a single page website structure, 
this way the users won’t have to search for the infor-
mation on multiple pages thus having to take a break 
between page loads.

1. Make it really easy to navigate the 
website without breaking down or 
fragmenting the information that I will 
provide, in order to keep users engaged.

2. Showcase the experience that I gained 
during the years.

33. Make users get an overall feel of my 
work quality and variety as a multidisci-
plinary designer.

4. Increase the chance of a visitor to 
contact me.

5. Increase the chance of a visitor to 
share the page.

Achieved by identifying key information about me 
and displaying them both in a text format and a 
visual format, this way users will get the overall ex-
perience feel by simply looking at the headings and 
images cause a picture is worth a thousand words.

Achieved by using large images so people could see 
some details before opening a project, knowing that 
nobody will view all my projects since some people 
don’t have the time, by using large images users 
would get an initial feel of the variety and quality of 
my work by simply viewing the grid.

Achieved by reworking my entire portfolio from a 
visual point of view, as well as provide in-depth proj-
ect descriptions & case studies, listing clients that I 
worked with and using a blog to share my knowl-
edge while using css animations to keep users en-
gaged to they would reach the end of the pag

Achieved by redirecting users to the blog and 
focusing on them to share the piece of content 
that’s mentioned there.

Spends their time browsing websites, reading news & techniques 
while also  designing stuff on a day to day basis.
Enjoys seeing how things have been built or something that is unique
He is looking for inspiration or to learn something new.

Spends their time browsing Linked-in, social networks, online galler-
ies, job posting websites or searching for specific keywords while con-
tacting creative talent based on a brief provided by the company or one 
that was written by them. 

Enjoys having clear information in order to see if that person matches 
the job description while also having the option to dive deep to see if 
that person has enough experience by reading about them, reading 
project information and seeing their work samples.

He is looking for proof of the candidates experience that is related to 
the job they are currently recruiting for.

Spends their time partially off-line with the internet being used to 
socialize, watch movies, shopping or finding a piece of information via 
Google.

What he will enjWhat he will enjoy is seeing the process that goes behind a design as a 
way to asses the designers knowledge & skill, as well as other designs 
that come close to what he’s looking for in term of complexity or visual 
style.
 
He is looking forHe is looking for a designer that has experience creating a design 
somehow similar to their current niche which looks good and might 
have a visual style that comes close to what he’s looking for.

The Designer

The Recruiter & Hiring Manager

The Client:

USER PERSONAS

Goal: companies or cli-
ents with their goal to 
hire a freelance designer

Interested in:
- quality of work
- years of experience
- past clients & brands
- visual design style
- testimonials or brands
- project similarity

Appreciate:
- detailed project infor-
mation to asses my expe-
rience

Contact chance:
 50% chance of contact

Goal: to find out more about me 
and my experience, asses my previ-
ous experience and work and would 
appreciate a PDF portfolio as a way 
to save it in their database or to 
showcase it to a person in a lead 
role.

Interested in:
- resume or cv
- years of experience
- set of skills ,software
-  work samples & style
- testimonials or brands
- awards & certifications

AAppreciate:
- download-able resume
- PDF portfolio samples
- concise information

Contact chance:
50% chance of contact

Goal: view my portfolio for 
reference and asses my 
skills for a potential collabo-
ration agreement or asses 
my skills if they are asked by 
a hiring manager.

Interested in:
- project description & 
quantity
- visual presentation
- quality of work
- awards and clients

Appreciate:
-- social profiles or making of 
videos or maybe a blog

Contact:
sslight chance of contact 
since most designers usually 
only look at other peoples 
work for inspiration or to 
study their work. Higher 
chance of liking a facebook 
page or sharing an article

Other Designers Companies or
Potential Clients

Recruiters & 
Hiring Companies 



Web Designer
& Graphic Designer

Main Keywords and  what type of 
text can be associated with them:

People of all experience level will most 
likely search for this term as a result of 
it being quite common. Thus any type 
of wording can be used, be it a warm or 
professional tone of voice, with techni-
cal words being avoided as a way to 
tailor to both experienced and less ex-
perience users without creating confu-
sion.

Technical keywords & niches that will 
can contain either a warm or profes-
sional tone of voice. 

Companies will most likely be the ones 
looking for something like this since the 
recruiting scene is really small, thus de-
tailed information as well as technical 
information is accepted.

Industry specific search term, that sug-
gest the person has a solid experience 
in that industry in other. 

In most cases the information will be In most cases the information will be 
analyzed by a hiring manager, other 
professional or a recruiter. Thus techni-
cal information is required as well as 
well documented and visual work is re-
quired.

The wording must be professional and 
might contain certain industry techni-
cal terms although the hiring manager 
or recruiter will be the first one who 
will see the designer work, however 
this will be assessed by a professional 
with experience before any hiring is 
done.done.

ArchViz & Architectural
Visualization

UX & UI Designer

Knowing that most of the people will stumble upon my website via certain 
keywords, I then layed down one of the keywords I was targeting.

and then analyzed each word, based
on what type of user will use that term
in their Google search querry.

Based on this we can relate to professionals, companies or recruiters will most likely use the full 
keyword structure “senior web designer portfolio London” while people with very little experience 
with working with designers will look up “web designer London” or “web designer work” or “free-
lance web designer” or “web designer work”.  This helps better understand what type of users will 
arrive on the landing page or website, based on what search term they will use.

Senior Web Designer Portfolio London

professional term used by people with experi-
ence and who know the difference between a 
senior, mid-weight or junior role. This term is usu-
ally used by companies or recruiters who know 
exactly what they are looking for

common search term that can be used 
by anyone no matter their experience or 
understanding of a specific role

search term usually associated to clients who have a 
deeper understanding of the design industry since 
the word isn’t used too often outside a design related 
niche, thus we can assume the keyword will be used 
by existing designers or people who have worked 
with designers before while regular people would 
most likely replace this word with “work, projects, 
freelancer”freelancer”

location based search term that will 
target a specific audience and it can be 
used by users who have a  general idea of 
the web industry due to them searching 
“web designer london” which implies 
seeking a designer based in london for 
the purpose of seeing their work.



which was influenced and based on the 
data gathered on the previous pages

So I focused on designing for tablets,
desktops and laptops

Designers use mobile 
phones to read news on 
the go, seek online galler-
ies for inspiration, check 
social network activity

They would most likely 
come across my website 
via an article or seeing my 
webstite featured in a 
gallery. Thus there was a 
slight chance they could 
use a phone, however 
ththese were rare ocasions 
since my website won’t 
be featured each week.

Clients when searching 
for a designer would 
most likely come across 
my website via organic 
search by using keywords 
like work, hiring, portfo-
lio in their google search 
qquerry. There are small 
chances of searching for 
these querries from their 
cellphone which is used 
when you’re on the road, 
waiting for the train, 
riding the metro,etc, thus 
iit’s less likely to happen.

Companies would most likely show 
my portfolio to the lead designer or 
hiring manager on either a tablet or 
desktop, laptop making it really un-
likely to show my website on a 
phone.

Recruiters would most likely use 
desktop or laptops due to being at 
work when they are looking for a de-
signer and thus having easy acces to 
one thus more likely using it the 
browsing on a tablet or phone

DESIGNERS COMPANIES
OR CLIENTS

RECRUITERS
& COMPANIES

+2000 UNIQUE
VISITORS

Google analytics showcased that 
only roughly 7% of the total users 
were using mobile and tablets, 
more precisely only 4.90% of 
users were using iOS and only 
2.38% were using Android.

Browsers: 
website users were using these browsers 

Chrome 63% Firefox 16% Safari 11%

Targeted users were between 25-34 years old

Thus based on the information provided by Google 
aanalytics & Google web-master tools it was clear that 
my goal was to focus on tablets, desktops and laptops 
for my website. The data was collected after 2000 
unique visitors visited my website during the soft 
launch from multiple niches and websites as a way to 
get a broader sense of my targeted niches.

- 85% being male 
- 15% being female



Multi-Page
The solution: Hybrid

Single Page

A website build around a single page 
would be hard to optimize for seo , due 
to being a multidisciplinary designer. 

Pros: 
- keeps users engaged
- offers complete information
- no loadings besides the initial one

CCons:
- difficult to optimize for seo due to me 
being a multidisciplinary designer and 
thus it would require a lot of keywords 
that might penalize it

-- displaying all my project images would 
result in a horrible user experience 
since it would involve a lot of scrolling 
due to having over 80 images.

- can’t display high resolution images 
due to the page loading extremely slow

A website build around a single page would be 
hard to optimize for seo , due to being a 
multidisciplinary designer. 

Pros: 
- SEO friendly
- fast loading times
- no loadings besides the initial one

CCons:
- breaks user engagement by having them to look 
up information on multiple pages by going back 
and forth between pages thus affecting the over-
all UX and offering a fragmented analysis of that 
persons skill.

I went with a hybrid approach, a single 
main page that would contain all the 
info about me as well as a contact form 
and social profiles.

TThe only others pages were my portfo-
lio projects for SEO purposes as well as 
to be able to provide a lot more infor-
mation about certain projects as well as 
videos, since my goal was to showcase 
my experience in these niches, in a 
nut-shell fix the things listed as cons 
which were mentioned at the Single 
Page website structure.

Page Sections Order & Notes

Warm tone of voice, makes it feal more friendly 
and less intimidating, resulting in a higher chance to 
convert.

Short description about me with logos & location, 
placed at the top as a way to build trust & social proof.

Further increases brand trust & brand value

Let’s users see my wide variety of skills & the fact that 
I’m passionate and love what I do while also being a 
fast learner

Helps users see how I can help them and what are my 
strengths.

Grid style with large images as a way to give them a 
sense of the quality and variety of my work.

Placed after the portfolio, so they can asses my skills 
before contacting me.

Link to the blog as a way to convert the traffic that is 
just stopping by to check out my portfolio.

Placed here as a way to get them an idea of the work 
that went behind some of my projects, so when they 
see it they will already have an idea of how it was done.

One of the final section orders which you can see on the left, which 
upon A/B testing was further refined since things like number of 
images in the portfolio, scroll time till the projects and other factors 
could be tested only on the live version.

When choosing the website navigation, I had to choose either 
a horizontal, vertical or multi-directional navigation.

Multi-directional:
- although really visual appealing, in some cases can provide 
sickness & dizziness, due to the page moving and sliding in all 
directions and since I was planning on having a lot of content 
that will be read, this was dropped.

HHorizontal navigation:
- having an horizontal website is intriguing, 
however due to having a lot of content this wasn’t suiting my 
needs since all the content would be required to be hidden 
under tabs and buttons that will provide extra interactions 
that the user won’t expect.

Vertical navigation:
-- best one that fits my needs without risking that content will 
not being displayed correctly on tablets or older browsers.



Part of creating a good user experience is understanding how 
users enter your page and where they could go, as well as the 
interactions and experiences that they might encounter 
during the way.

Wesite Flow & User Journey

User arrives on 
the WEBSITE

User arrives 
on the BLOG

views
PROJECTS

views
articles

GOES TO
THE BLOG CONTACT

LEAVES
WEBSITE

LEAVES
WEBSITE Website 

Entry 2

Website 
Entry 1

User Scrolls

Reads Info

Clicks
ON PROJECT

Looks
AT THE PROJECT

Reaches the end of the page where
HE CLICKS ON OTHER PROJECTS

Views
OTHER 
PROJECT

Clicks
ON CONTACT
IN THE HEADER

Redirected
TO HOMEPAGE
CONTACT FORM

1.
2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.

Fixed 
background 
image

UX wireframe
image (before)

Final Visual design
image (after)

DESIGN A

DESIGN B

SCROLLING

Some sections of the homepage use a fixed background image, achieved via CSS & HTML, 
this helps users better differentiate the areas , while keeping them intrigued to see what’s 
below, thus ensuring the user keeps scrolling and he actually reaches the portfolio area or 
contact form.

Transition between two sections when the user scrolls



AWARDS SECTION: 

IMAGE PORTFOLIO GRID SECTION:
Elements chosen to be displayed:

Project Title: displayed as a way to give the user an  idea of what the project is about or who was it for, while also 
helping with SEO

Category: in order to avoid confusion and get a sense of what type of work is inside, a category was needed to be 
displayed. This ensured users would see what type of service and how complex the project is before opening it, 
since a complex project that involved everything from branding to online marketing, would have a lot of tags.

Other elements:
Number of views, Likes, Shares, Comments, were also other factors that were taken in
to consideration however this would clutter the mouse over state and affect the click through rate.

Projects Ordered by niche

Main niche
at the top

Secondary
niche at the
middle

Third niche
at the bottom

Corner icons
were used
to make the 
more detailed 
ones stand out,
increasing 
click through click through 
rate

Normal State Hover State

CTA

Black 
Image
Overlay

Project
Title

Category

Image
Icons TextHeadline

Single list with multiple horizontal 
text fields - Final

Two Column List with text on the side4 Column list with text below

Slider list

Side navGRID APPROACH

Rotating ImageTextHeadlineFULL WIDTH APPROACH



SKILLS SECTION:



Wordpress + Visual Composer

While writing 1500 lines of CSS code
for all the live prototypes and final websiteCSS

3000
visitors in a few days trending on Dribbble

HABRAHABR.RU

“best of the week” on two websites

+

I choose this setup due to amount of plug-ins and flexibility 
when it comes to design, and knowing that I would want a blog 
at some point as part of my seo strategy, made it a plus

So I choose:



The initial page structure which was used during 
the initial soft launch.

Initial page structure of the main website

Axure wireframe highlighting
top level page flow - modifications

This lead to also having multiple entry points, howev-
er this time people who would come to the main URL 
would have get a more tailored experience based on 
what they were looking for. This also helped further 
improve the SEO due to Google liking pages to be 
linked as well as having multiple pages that could be 
optimized for certain keywords while also having the 
main website URL load main website URL load extremely fast.

Merging all pages on to a single HUB page

this lead to having multiple entry points, howev-
er there was still the problem that once some-
one comes to the main page they will be have to 
guess which projects fit that industry and which 
part of my experience would fit them.

Incorporating landing pages into the
 website structure

1. I minified the code and JS
2. solved plugin conflicts
3. tryed lazy loading the images
4. I compressed and optimized the images
5. I used a CDN (content delivery network)
6. I switched to a different hosting 

website page speed boost

from the initial 15 sec
page load speed

from the initial 12MB size
my new page was 6mb size

300%

5 sec
or less page load time

50%
page size reduction



As a way to give users a visual cue  that something it happening and 
they aren’t just staring at a white page or the page isn’t loaded yet.

to give the user a sense that there’s more content they could interact 
with, thus encouraging  them to interact with sliders and other ele-
ments.

As a way to encourage scrolling all text fields and images used basic 
CSS animations, this way the user would continue to scroll too see what 
it’s going on, thus reaching the end of the page, where call to actions 
were used that will redirect them to the blog , ensuring a smooth expe-
rience. 

Using this type of animation helps user focus on reading the page text 
due to the rest of the text being revealed only when that piece of con-
tent comes close to the middle of the screen.

2. Scroll Animations & other CSS Animations

1. Incorporating a Page Loading Indicator 



TIMESHEETS
APPLICATION

- client project -

 PRODUCT DESIGN | UX  DESIGN

So I started the project by setting 
a fictional client background to get
a sense of their scale, users and 
environment

This lead to 3 possible approaches

Due to being a company with offices worldwide an easy ap-
proach would be to create a web app that people could 
access to track their time, this ensured that they could access 
or manage timesheets where ever they are, be it in traffic, at 
home or at the office.

1. Web Application

Since people come-in at the office each day a desktop solu-
tion could be an option this way they could overcome all the 
issues mentioned with the web based approach.

2. Desktop / Intra-net

Due to their proficiency with current technology & devices, a 
mobile solution can be used that will mark it easier to input 
or view data.

3. Mobile solution:

Being a large scale company, accesibility and ease of use 
plays a vital key in the design. Thus the app needs to be easily 
accesible from everywhere, this lead to three possible solu-
tions:

SOLUTION & APPROACH:

My client wanted to see how I would approach 
a fictional client project when that said client 
wants to see something as soon as possible. 

The multi national company has HQ all over the world, thus 
multiple timezones need to be considered when a user pulls 
data from another country that has a certain timezone due to 
them having different timezones and thus signalign a sick day 
that can be approved by the main HQ based in London can 
take some time.

Company Background:

The company is similar to Google or Apple in scale, this 
means their tech proficiency is really high, being quite famil-
iar with using smart phones, tablets or laptops as well as 
other web applications that are complex in nature which 
translates into familiarity with both simple and complex UI’s 
and design patterns.

Company Profile:

- Modern open floor plan office where people work 
side by side
- Apple iMacs are the primary desktop solution

Work Environment:



users would require to visit a certain website each 
day to start the time tracking 
users would require to visit that certain website 
when they come back
people could appear as “their working” although 
they are already at home
people might forget to people might forget to “check out” and stop their 
time tracking
if the server is down, they can’t use it
if the internet in their office is down they can’t 
access the web app

Possible problems with a web app only approach:

battery running out
lack of signal or internet
forgetting to sign in or activate the app
could result in people inputing more time, although could result in people inputing more time, although 
they are not in the office or working since their phone 
or tablet can be taken anywhere thus not having 100% 
accurate results

Possible problems with a mobile only approach

Having these approaches, I went
ahead and analyzed each one to
identify possible early problems

mobile app for user group A that will let users input 
data easily no matter where they are

web app for user group A that will let them check 
or input their data directly from the browser of 
choice, thus if they have an older device or prefer 
laptops or tablets they could still have easy access

desktop app for user group B that will let users desktop app for user group B that will let users 
check others activity directly from their desktop 
thus avoiding internet connection issues.

Other notes:

If users would not be an IT/Engineering/Software company where 
they are physically in an office almost all the time,  instead they 
would be required to travel to certain locations or people daily, 
then a mobile app would be critical to make it easily accesible for 
users to input their data. 

This could be This could be expanded by providing location based targeting so 
the time spent for example: fixing a computer at a certain compa-
ny, could be monitored and further expanded by letting the em-
ployer provide direct feedback or rating for that service via the 
web app or mobile app. 

If there wasn’t a mobile app, then some people might have to come 
back to the office just so they could input their timesheet and in 
cases when a job extends after the working hours this could be a 
chore to come back at the office just to do this.

This helped narrow it down to either focus on 
a web app or a desktop app approach.

To dive deeper, I went and created  a set of user personas matching the
company profile to understand how would they use this application?
and to help identify the actual features required

What if the users are out of the office constantly?

between 25-35 years old
passion for engineering, design or development
has an smart phone, possible an ipad, macbook and 
desktop
are single or have a girlfriend
quite often they are required to stay over time
ththey will use the app to input their time spent daily, 
working at a project
tech savy

USER PERSONAS:

User Group A:

accountant/HR responsible for managing time, billing
between 25 - 45 years old
has a family thus he’s eager to get home and spent time 
with them
has a laptop or smart phone
they have a fixed schedule with no over time requirements
ththey will use the app to manage the time spent by the team 
working on different projects and billing them

User Group B:



Getting into the mindset of the users. 
I started focusing first on the web app 
user journey, since I thought it would 
be the best approach.

as shown creating a  web app only approach, is 
a horrible way to actually make users input 
data easily
 
a better use for a web app would be to let user a better use for a web app would be to let user 
group B manage timesheets online, while user 
group A could use the web app to see more ad-
vanced information regarding their activity.

a faster way is needed to input the data either 
via an app or desktop app.

The conclusion:

1. User A comes at the office
2. He turns on the pc
3. He opens the browser and logs in
4. Enters the website URL
5. He signs in or is remembered
6. Redirected to the dashboard
7. enters projects name that h7. enters projects name that he’s about to start working on
8. closes the browser or leaves it open
9. once he’s done with the project he goes back to the 
website and clicks on finished
10. repeats last 5 steps to add another project

User journey for a WEB APP only approach:

- too many steps that involve the user going back 
and forth between browser and desktop

- if he leaves the browser open it can takes extra 
screen space or can be distracting when under 
pressure of a short deadline

- can  influence the users productivity by tempt-
ing them to open facebook or other websites

The Problems with this user flow:



So I started crafting the flow for the desktop / widget 
app approach to get an idea of how that would work

I then thought of how could 
these two work together?

1. User A comes at the office

2. Turns on the PC

3. As soon as the desktop is loaded, he’s greeted by a pop up 
saying ”Ready to Work?” and presses Yes... the app starts running 
in the background

4. Once h4. Once he’s finished with that project, he opens the app, clicks 
finish and enters the projects name or selects it from a list.

5. If the user is working on multiple projects at the same time he 
has an option to add another project, starting a second timer.

User journey for a Desktop App / Widget approach:

Depending on how much control the company 
wants, additional features like pausing the timer 
when there’s no mouse movement for 5 minutes 
can be added, for now that’s not my goal.

Note:

- desktop widget for user group A that will let them input their daily information
- web app for user group B that will let them manage the information provided by 
others

How a web app and desktop / widget app aproach could work



Having all this information, I was finally able to 
start designing the actual wireframes.

and now that I knew the best ap-
proach I went ahead and did a 
market research to pin point the 
features the app would likely 
need to have.

profile image as a way to make it more personal and more user friendly

a welcome message saying “Hey John Doe, Welcome back”

possible an inspiring quote to get them up and running

total worked days this month

total number of hours worked today

number of projects completed since he/she was hired

a wa way to see what projects they’ve worked on a few days ago.

a possible feature that will inform users that they’ve been working for X 
hours and they need to take a break in order to stay healthy.

in order to keep down costs and deliver on time, the best ap-
proach is to identify the critical components that will get a 
product out, that can later on be extended and iterated upon 
on, basically a LEAN approach. After cutting down the extra 
features that were found in a quick market research, only the 
core features are present below:

Identifying the MVP 
(minimum viable product) features: 

 

I went and pointed out the minimum
viable features that I needed to 
focus on, in order for the product 
to ship as soon as possible. 

Knowing that the fictional client 
would want to get this out as soon 
as possible, based on the brief I got
from my actual client.



this ensures that the minimum number of interactions is 
needed, thus avoiding distractions or forgetting to start the 
daily timer.

Clear pop up / modal window without 
distractions, making it really easy to 
get started, reducing clutter so user 
can focus on the decision. Different 
size, color & size is used to 
emphasize the main action

Based on the things mentioned before, I found that the best approach for the 
user group A , who can only enter or view their own detail is to create a desk-
top app/widget that will be connected to the API and store data locally in case 
of internet connection issues, server being down or other similar issues.

In some cases users need a few minutes to get started, this ensures the user can dis-
miss the message to get something done or postpone the start. This ensures that per-
sonal stuff that suddenly appeared as the user got to the office, can be handled before 
starting work, ensuring the company pays the user only when they start their work.

Once the OS is loaded, the app automatically starts

DESKTOP APP / WIDGET 

Using a countdown timer informs that from now one they 
need to focus, creating a better separation between a work 
and relaxed mindset.

Countdown begins

displaying a funny  or motivational message to make it feel 
less of a hassle and possibly putting them in a good mood.

Countdown

1

1

2

2

I started tackling the
desktop widget first, 
due to it being less 
complex, which would
give me more time to
focus on the web app

I had to come up with a 
design and solution that 
didn’t look cluttered or
too complicated, so all 
age groups could use it, 
while also keeping the
uuser interactions at a 
minimum so it won’t
become a chore each 
day to handle it.



displaying a funny  or motivational message to make it feel 
less of a hassle and possibly putting them in a good mood.

Countdown finishes
a popup will appear letting users that they haven’t taken a break for six hours 
and they need to take one, to maintain their health.

After a certain time
App dissapeares and is running in the background, this let’s the time tracking app work, 
without affecting the day by day activities. Making it run in the background, ensures the 
user won’t accidently click on it or appear while the user is ALT - TAB ing, switching 
between open apps.

Message appears at a certain interval of time, informing users of potential health issues. The app tracks in the background 
mouse movement thus if the user hasn’t taken any breaks, measured by the lack of mouse movement, it will displayed the 
message. If the user has taken a break and thus the mouse hasn’t moved in a while, the app won’t display the message.

User Starts their Work

3

3

Then I thought of 
users potential health
problems as a result of
not taking breaks and 
how the app could 
inform them.

taking the user experience
meaning two a new level



by integrating achievements,
user stats and motivational
messages at the start of their
day, thus boosting productivity
and leading to fun discussions
and interactions in the office.

Since this is a basic app, the dashboard or main app window is 
quite basic in design, with the key elements present.

App Dashboard appears when users clicks on the app icon
this approach ensures the user gets up and running as soon as possible, with-
out distractions and using gamification elements he can push himself.

Computer shutdowns and the process is restarted the next day
Each day, a report is sent out displaying the time they’ve worked and their perfor-
mance. Having a shutdown button, further reduces the interactions the user 
needs to perform.

The main actions the user can performs area all present,
in a proeminent location, ensuring the user doesn’t have
to look all over to find the key interactions they can perform.

User can see what projects they’ve completed today, as well as
add a project name for the current one. The project name is added
after the timer is started or when the project is marked as finished 
for the day, due to sometimes people not knowing exactly what 
project they may start working on, only after they receive a briefing.

Daily Report appears at the end of the day

4

4

5

6

7

Gamification elements used to make keep track & improve the users
performance by measuring how many files they’ve worked with, how
many e-mails have been sent and how many keys he pressed. This 
ensures that at the end of the day, he will feel motivated that he was 
really active today, this can be used by the administration to give him 
a bonus payment, for his performance.

6

7

5

while also integrating
gamification principles
into the UX design
to make the tasks feel 
rewarding and fun



the user can access the web app to get detailed information and reports of 
their activity, as well as start or stop the daily time tracking. user image, makes it more personal

and more user friendly having
a psychological impact.

Similar to the desktop app, ensures
similarity across web & desktop.

WEB APP Wireframe - User Group A View

the second group needs to be able to see and edit multiple
user data across a range of periods, by user, by team, by project

WEB APP Wireframe - User Group B View

16

17

18

19

17

18

19

8

8

gamification stats, used to boost
and measure productivity of the
user with possible integration
with other users, so they can 
compete

9

Recently completed projects,
ensures the user will see what
projects they have completed
as well as track how many hours
have they worked on it. This  will
help user get a sense of 
accomplishment.accomplishment.

Having the option to hide completed
projects will help user manage 
active projects as well as remind them
what projects are reaching the deadline.

Edit Project

10

11

12

elements placed in a key position
ensuring they are obvious. Their placement
was selected based on the fact that
user tend to look up for navigation
elements or key elements.

13

clear logout button using a different color, 
ensures it’s visible and stands out, making
it easy for the user to find it.

14

The sidebar was put on the left, due
to most people reading from left to right
thus the most important information
being read and looked at first.

15

Signal days off or sick days,  placed in a 
key location created as a text link 
instead of a button, in order to avoid
grabbing too much attention from the
other elements, since this element will
be used quite rarely, thus it has a lower
value, but it’s still accesible and visible.value, but it’s still accesible and visible.

Using profile images makes it look more
human while displaying a notification
highlight how many reports he filled since
someone viewed them, will inform users
handling the timesheet management, that
it’s urgent and they need to look into it.

The user can just click on profiles to select
them and once he clicks on the thick box,
he can then choose an action to perform.

Having a grid or list view, ensures the user
will have an option to choose from when
doing single or huge mass editing, since
usually in list views, it’s easier to view
more information as well as select it.

16

9

11

12

13

14

10

I then went ahead and 
finished the project 
by designing the 
web app 



Main Goal: capture the time spent on a project
Purpose: understand how long they spend on a 
project in order to estimate future deadlines & provide 
accurate invoices
Deadline: as soon as possible

Requested Features:
- - record the time each user spends on a project or multi-
ple projects each day
- user group A can only see their own time
- user group B can see and edit multiple user data across 
a range of periods, by user, by team and by project.
- the ability to signal in advance sick days or holidays

Notes:
current system is being hated by all current employers 

The assignment

Timesheets. We all hate doing them. Terrible UX in 
many time recording tools is a big part of the problem.

The client is a large multi-national compaThe client is a large multi-national company with many 
teams and departments. They want to capture what 
time is being spent on which projects for both invoicing 
and estimation purposes. Their current timesheet 
system is universally hated, and they want to build a 
better one.

Users must be able to record time against multiple proUsers must be able to record time against multiple pro-
jects on a single day as well as recording/signalling in 
advance holiday or sick days.

Most users of the system will be viewing/recording 
their own time only. There is also a requirement for a 
second set of users who will be able to see and edit 
multiple users' data across a range of periods, by user, 
by team and by project.

The client wants to see 'something' ASAP.

How would you approach this?

- Don't spend more than two-hours on this
- There is no expectation around deliverables
- We're not expecting high fidelity output/designs, we want 
   to see your thinking
- Be ready to present and answer questions on what you show

So what were the actual client 
requirements?

The actual project brief

The whole concept
needed to be done within

2 Hours.
The project involved everything from launch strategy, seo 
& marketing strategy to branding, UX UI design. The total 
duration of the project took roughly 6 months and involved 
creating a  social network with UX, gamification and social 
aspects in mind from the ground up. I worked in an Agile 
environment with a remote team of developers based in 
another country.



The first step was to lay out the 
ideas and product features that 
the app would have as a way to 
build the UX around them

PPart of the journey towards launching a new website, 
involves doing your research early, thus the initial 2 page 
feature list, grew into over 20 pages of developer notes, 
making it accurate and in-depth, which helped the develop-
ment team better understand the scale of the project and 
thus suggest solutions.

I’ve done a Market Research to get 
an understanding of the competi-
tors and what they were doing and 
what the app could improve on

Being already familiar with the niche, helped reduce the time 
needed to identify who were the competitors, what features they 
have, as well as what needs improvement and what works.

Archwaves.

MY ROLE:   PRODUCT  DESIGNER, UX DESIGNER & VISUAL DESIGNER, GRAPHIC DESIGNER

The project involved everything from launch strategy, seo & marketing strategy 
to branding, UX UI design. The total duration of the project took roughly 6-8 
months and involved creating a social network with UX, gamification and social 
aspects in mind from the ground up. I worked in an Agile environment with a 

remote team of developers based in another country.

Reference: Groza Cristian

social network



Knowing that we will need 
people to promote the product 
I went ahead and Identifed the 
Key Social Influencer's
In order to identify the key influencer's on Twitter, I’ve used 
Klout and other similar services. 

TThis helped quickly identify who’s tweets are re-tweeted 
and read the most, as well as view other metrics, ensuring 
once the website is live, it will be visible by a lot of people.

Identifying Key Websites 
& Bloggers would also 
help push the exposure of 
the website on launch day
II knew that in order to spread the word about the 
website launch, I had to identify who the key 
bloggers are in the current and related niches. 
This expanded into researching what are the 
websites and forums, that users spend the most 
time on.

I then went ahead and built an 
Initial user community that will 
help populate the app and start 
the viral process
AAn important thing that I wanted to achieve with Archwaves, 
was to have quality content. That meant I had to hand pick 
which users would receive an early invite to ensure top quality 
is met. This was achieved by looking at portfolios on different 
websites and taking their contact information. By the end, I 
had a list of over 2000 users that would receive an invite in 
the first  phase of the project.

Alongside all these, I prepared the 
strategies for social, pre and post 
launch, seo and e-mail
BBeing such a complex project, I had to think of strategies to 
promote the website on multiple channels and at different states. 
This lead to a detailed spreadsheet that grew and grew, to cover 
all aspects of pre & post launch as well as SEO strategy and much 
more.

spredsheet with some of the users 
and their contact information



I then went ahead and de-
tailed the various strategies
Once the different market strategies were in place, I 
went ahead and grouped them  by development 
phases. This ensured that I would have a clear list of 
things to do at each phase of the development 
(alpha, closed beta, open beta, launch), what 
features of the website would need to be developed 
by that time and how future features would inte-
ggrate into the web application.

Which also lead to designing a viral 
coming soon page
Building a viral coming soon page, involved giving incentives to users 
for sharing the website, as well as goals & challenges for them to attain. 
This ensured they would come back more often and stay connected.

With all this in place I went 
ahead and found and hired a 
development team
HHaving the website requirements and website functions 
laid out, I began the search for a talented developer 
team, on popular freelance websites and php framework 
forums. In the end founding a dev team based in a com-
pletely different country.

After disccussing we went 
with a Agile Development
After multiple discussions in detail about the proj-
ect and it’s feature. We decided to go with an agile 
development cycle, this ensured the app would see 
results fast and new features & iterations would 
be added fast and easy.



02.  USER EXPERIENCE DESIGN PHASE

User Experience (UX) 
problems and their solutions

6. how to make username registrations fast? solved by handling 
the process directly on the homepage without having to redirect 
users to another page making the whole process take less then 10 
seconds to get done.

77.  how to make image viewing feel natural and less cluttered? 
solved by removing distractions such as sidebars, ads,  features, 
making it almost full width and increasing the spacing between 
images as well as the image size.

8. how to get users to interact without having an account? 
solved by letting users use facebook or other services to post 
comments.

99. how to make users easily browse all the type of content? 
solved by grouping all the main content categories on a single page 
where users would intuitively select the category and see their 
results below instantly.

1010. how to display user stats or their connection activity 
easily? solved by displaying their stats in a close to reach area 
while giving them the ability to hide certain types of content that 
they don’t want to be displayed in their feed.

11. how to reduce the need for users to check different dash-
board categories too see if updates happened? solved by using 
different visual cues as indicators that something has changed

12. how to make users signup faster? solved by letting users use 
social media to create an account

With the app requirements and an initial idea of who the 
app is targetting I went ahead and identified some of the 
UX requirements, early problems and solutions



This helped craft the User Personas and identify what 
problems they are facing and how the would use the app

All this information was discovered by talking directly with 
people and  researching on quorra, forums, reddit, blogs and 
other mediums

I started the UX design process by 
identifying who the app is targeting ?
In order to dive deep into the the UX process I needed to identify the key audience for this project, so I could take 
in consideration how familiar they are with the web and apply certain design patterns.

The Visualization Artist &
 Interior Designer

Age: +25
Work hours: 30h/week
Stable Income: depends

IInterior designers and visualization artists currently 
don’t have a way to get noticed or build relationships 
between the two design niches.

They will use the app as a way to promote their work, 
get inspiration, connect with other professional, 
while also getting a feel of what’s trending.

The Potential Client / Employer

Age: +35
Work hours: 40h/week
Stable Income: yes

CCurrently clients have a hard time to find potential 
professionals due to a lot  of them having almost no 
online presence.

PPotential clients will use the app as a way to find com-
panies based on their location, find what design style is 
trending in the industry, who are the top companies as 
well as hire professionals for their needs, based on his 
budget, reviews and specialization.

The Architect and 
Construction specialist

Age: +30
Work Hours: 20-60h/week
Stable Income: yes

CCurrently there’s a high number of architects, 
with some areas that have a dense number of 
professionals, so the need to open opportuni-
ties in other less saturated areas appeared.

These professionals use most of their time 
participating at international contests or 
working with clients directly in their office. 
Their payment model is usually competitive 
due to their area, where a lot of architects are 
present.

TThey will use the app to get their work noticed 
by studios, other professionals and start 
collaborations with different studios.

The Student

Age: +20
Work Hours: 40-60h/week
Stable Income: no

CCurrently graduating students have a hard 
time getting into the market, due to the 
increase of architects worldwide, choosing to 
be under-paid or not paid at all.

The students will use the app to get inspira-
tion, build research documentation, find con-
struction details and apply for jobs.

They mostly spend their time looking for inspi-
ration, jobs, coordinating projects or looking for 
construction details.



Laying out the Website Functions / Map 
and highlighting how the app features 
work and interact with each other, helped 
create a global look at this large scale user 
experience and how all flows work and are 
connected, making it really easy to edit and 
move things around while being able to 
connconnect individual pages or certain actions 
which helped understand and craft the UX.

Using a mind map helped keep track and see how new functions would interact 
or influence others, this ensured the functions would work as intended without 
needing to do any early paper prototypes. The mind map was also helpful in 
showcasing the developers how things should work, thus acting as support 
material to the developer notes.



I then created multi-
ple user journeys to 
ensure that each 
individual process 
isn’t flawed and how 
it can be simplified.
Creating the user journeys for such a 
complex app, was challenging. In order 
for users to get up and running in no 
time,  as well as have their profile no-
ticed by others or recruiters , from the 
start and seeing some results, I’ve ex-
perimented with multiple solutions. 
TThe final one , involved letting users 
skip certain steps and let them upload 
new projects directly in the sign-up 
process. This ensured that once the 
profile was ready, it would get views 
due to the projects that were uploaded 
and displayed on the website, instantly

Multiple sketches and AXURE Wireframes were 
created during the design to help iterate and 
test the product, before the actual visual design,
reducing costs and time to launch the product.

During the design process I created multiple wireframes to polish the user experience, due 
to space constraints, I’ve only displayed one as the rest will be visible via the visual design.



Once overall website functions were setup and the user personas ready, I then 
begun to map what actions would the users perform and how often. This red route 
helped identify which are the critical actions that users can take, and how to imple-
ment them easily in the UI so they can be easily accessed, especially if it’s an action 
repeated every day.

I solved the problem of what features to 
have a proeminent placement in the wireframes, 
by laying all the interactions and asigning values 
to them based on user interviews. The features 
that resulted as being used daily by all users, 
would be placed in key locations

I then moved and created storyboards describing how the app 
would help users and how they would interact with it.

User Scenario 2

Getting noticed
AAs the user interacts more and more with the site, 
sharing his knowledge and skills,  he begins to get 
noticed and draw interest from  companies as well 
as other clients. Soon after he lands a job and con-
tinues to use the website to get inspired and partic-
ipate in competitions as part of the new team.

User Scenario 1

Seeking Inspiration & 
Network Growth
OOn a day to day basis users would visit 
the website to get inspired or seek tech-
nical details or discover new materials 
for their projects. To save their favorite 
projects as well as keep in contact with 
their favorite users, they become a 
member.



Alongside the wireframes I went and 
designed an advanced Gamification 
system to push user engagement, 
interactions and certain actions such as 
inviting, liking, uploading, etc.
II wanted to achieve something different and unique, that would encourage 
users to interact with each other, encourage exploration and increase the 
overall user experience by making them feel more connected with each 
other.

as well as the incentives to 
keep users coming back that 
also added social value
PPart of the building such a system into a web app 
implies motivating people to use the website and 
come back to it, because of a benefit. In this case, 
users would unlock certain website features or 
appear higher in search results, thus ensured seeing a 
person with a certain website feature or achievement 
would make him more respected.  Like by sharing he’s 
knoknowledgeable about a certain topic and due to his 
increase activity on a certain area in the user forums, 
would award him with an achievement displaying this 
fact, thus employees or other people would see that 
he’s truly a professional.

Having a sense of progression 
was also a crucial aspects, so users 
wouldn’t get a feeling that only 
certain actions are rewarding.

AA critical step of implementing a Gamification system, was to 
ensure people would get credit for each activity they perform 
on the website. This grouped with a visual progress bar ensured 
people would get a sense of progression constantly, like seeing 
a new badge slowly uncover or surpass their friends.

and testing the system ensured 
the pacing was working as in-
tended and it wouldn’t become 
annoying.
Knowing that using an achievement system would actually 
backfire by annoying people with all the notifications, if there 
were too many implemented. I started to create a set of 
achievements that would award just the critical milestones. 
This way users would still feel excited and curious about 
them.

I approached it by setting all the 
user interactions, profile mile-
stones, amount of XP they would 
get & the achievement name
As part of creating the achievement system, I had to break-
down each user interaction and with the help of a red route 
analysis, identify which user actions are the most important, 
most common. This helped point out which achievements 
would reward users the most, which one would be the hard-
est to get thus building prestige and also build the pacing of 
how often users would see them, so achievements would be 
something that won’t be considered as spam, making them 
have value.



03. 
Visual Design / UI Design with
insights behind my UX decisions

Multivariate testing was used to see which coming page would 
perform better. In order for users to spread the news, using a 
username reservation and sharing features helped push these 
user interactions.

     Username Registration
 
Early prototypes let users reserve their username, making it 
have a secondary purpose attached to submitting their e-mail. 
By providing the URL structure in the input form, users could 
easily see how it would look like, driving more registrations.

1      Gamification
 
As an early prototype I wanted to try an approach 
that let users unveil more information about the 
website by simply sharing or inviting their friends 
from the user dashboard.

      User Dashboard
 
The sharing tab was placed in a prominent area 
that would attract attention and be constantly 
visible.

2 3

early iterations



     CLUTTER REMOVAL
 
EEarly prototypes featured a homepage that had a image grid 
size that was too small, which lead to trouble seeing the 
actual content by not seeing details which resulted in extra in-
teractions just to see these while also making the page feel 
more cluttered due to the high number of elements, spacing 
and the presence of ads which was all fix in the final design.

1      BETTER BROWSING
 
IIn order to make valuable content stand out, early 
prototypes featured prominent areas where 
these were displayed. This created user base sep-
aration and increased page length which resulted 
in extra scrolling, thus they were rethought and 
incorporated into the gallery.

      NO DISTRACTIONS
 
AAs a way to further improve the experience by 
making it more immersive with less distractions,  
the featured jobs and events areas were removed 
and placed on their own separate pages and in the 
user dashboard area while the entire sidebar was 
also removed so users could focus on the content.

2 3      FAST RESERVATIONS
 
TThe final closed beta design features the user-
name reservation, as a way to get users on 
board fast without having to be redirected to 
certain pages just to fill out some basic infor-
mation such as name, e-mail or username, in-
stead it was done directly on the homepag

4      BORDER-LESS INTERACTIONS
 
As a way to make people interact with the page, copy-writing was 
used as a call to action while using a Facebook comment system 
allowed users to engage easily with the page, without needing to 
sign-up. This ensured that although people didn’t have an 
aaccount they still could interact with the website, while the pro-
file owners would be engaged in a conversation or find new ways 
to improve themselves.

      CLEAR NAVIGATION
 
AAs a way to avoid users having to go on differ-
ent pages, to just explore people, the main cate-
gories were grouped in an prominent area,  
where users could instantly select and engage 
with the content displayed below, thus making 
it fast and really intuitive.

5 6
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     BETTER USER ACTIVITY
 
AAs a way to further encourage exploration & user inter-
action , a activity feed was crucial, this helped users dis-
cover and see what their connections are doing, discov-
ering new content that they may like, making them come 
back and see the website is healthy. This was further im-
proved by using icons to display what type of update tha 
t is and the ability to display only certain updat

1
      SENSE OF
              PROGRESSION

The most important elements
  that showcase their progress 
were placed in easy to find loca-
tions, making it easy for them to 
monitor progress without having 
to go to a specific area.

      NO USER
              INTERFERENCE
 
IIn order to promote the best content 
and let users see it, these areas were 
placed in a sidebar, so they won't inter-
fere with the day by day user activity 
while also being easily viewed.

2 3
      USER                    
          STATISTICS
 
UUser statistics were measured 
since their last login with a mini-
mum 24hour window between up-
dates so they could see the impact 
of their interactions on a daily 
basis

5
              USER     
              ON BOARDING
 
IIf a user would skip some certain 
sign-up steps, they would be 
greeted with this message, that 
would encourage them to com-
plete their profile while a similar 
message was used to introduce 
users to certain features.

4
     KEY INFO
           AND SHARING
 
In order to see some of their key 
iinformation, easily, a multi tab panel 
was used where users could easily 
get all the information they needed, 
thus not requiring other pages for 
this purpose while displaying their
own URL and easy sharing mechanics

      VISUAL      
              PROGRESSION   
 
The ability to see a visual cue indicating 
that something happened in that category 
helps users, by reducing the need to check 
each tab individually just to se if they 
iimproved.

6 7        ACHIEVEMENTS
 
UUsing an achievement system helps user get a sense of 
accomplishment & builds prestige in the community. 
This way all their interaction have a meaning, like if 
their share their knowledge and people vote for it, a 
simple badge on their profile would let recruiters know 
that this person is knowledgeable about the industry, 
making it more easy to stand out as an authority.

8
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     E-MAIL INSTRUCTIONS
 
Sending users an e-mail with what should they do next is a 
good way to inform users on what actions they need to per-
form as to benefit the most out of this web app as well as 
educate them about certain mechanics.

1      USER SEGMENTATION
 
There was an initial thought to introduce business 
plans, however this would have resulted in divid-
ing the community behind a pay wall, so it was 
dropped.

      BASIC SIG NUP
 
The initial signup prototype, that got replaced by 
a more advanced and social one.

2 3      ACCOUNT TYPES
 
UUsers would first need to select an ac-
count type and then be presented with 
the options below. This way users 
wouldn't be distracted by the extra 
fields while having them displayed at a 
bigger scale ensures users interacts 
with them.

4      INTERACTION CUES
 
DDuring the signup process I considered it 
vital to provide constant information 
about what is happening, like who invited 
them or what files have they uploaded, if 
the upload was successful, this way users 
would always be in the loop.

      QUICK SIGN UP
 
AAs a way to make it easy for the user to 
signup, social signup options were pres-
ent, this way they wouldn't need to type 
so much information and actually connect 
or invite other people, making it a more 
enjoyable experience.

5 6        INVITES
 
IIn order to have quality content, a 
limit on the number of invites was 
used, this way value was associat-
ed with them and by displaying it 
in a key location, users were en-
couraged to share and be remind-
ed of invite

7
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     KEY INFORMATION
 
Knowing that most users scan pages, I decided to make 
relevant information a different color, thus letting users easily 
identify key information without having to read walls of text.

1      CLEAR MAIN ACTIONS
 
Knowing that people will share the page to ask for 
recommendations, it was clear that a CTA would 
need to be used above the fold, as a way for new 
visitors to easily find the action users were 
rrequiring them to perform.

      CUSTOMIZATION
 
As a way to let each user express themselves,a 
custom header could be used, this way their page 
would feel more personal & unique to visitors, 
thus making user exploration more interesting.

2 3      VISUAL PROGRESS
 
With a solid gamification system in place, 
an option for users to see others progress 
and their comparison was needed.

4      INFORMATION STRUCTURING
 
IIn order to reduce complexity and the number of tabs, a slider 
was used to display all the relevant information. This helped 
avoid a static grid based system, and open ways to more appeal-
ing visual design options as well as make it more easily for users 
to see key information without getting lost in the profile options.

      SOCIAL COMMENTS
 
Facebook comments remained an option visible 
for non-registered members that would want 
to interact with the page, not blocking them 
from expressing their opinions or suggestions. 

5 6

One of the final iterations



MY ROLE:   
PRODUCT DESIGNER, UX DESIGNER, VISUAL DESIGNER, SEO SPECIALIST

The project involved launching a new e-commerce website, 
handling the UX, Visual design, Branding, SEO,

marketing and launch strategy

Reference: Suceveanu Ramona

e-commerce

After an initial talk with the stakeholders
they pointed out what they wanted to achieve

- build a local and then national brand 
- build a website aimed at their audience
- the ability to easily add products by themselves
- integrate social media into the project
- provide as much information as possible for users regarding the products
- help them promote the website once it’s done and offer consultation along the way
 regarding launch, mar regarding launch, marketing , branding
- rest assured that they can solve any issues by easily finding professionals that can tackle 
tweaks or improvements once the project is live

What they wanted:
- setup a detailed project whitepaper with mile-
stones and estimated completion time
- informed them about my decissions at each step
- educated them how to use to use the platform
- offered consultation across all areas
- competitor and market research
- designed the branding, social presence and mar-
keting campaigns and outdoor advertising
- setup social media accounts and strategy
- setup the platform, domain, database and hosting
- clearly define who their target audience is
- crafted the UX & Visual Design
- helped identify the product category names
- helped them launch and promote the website

What I did:



Some of the problems noticed were:
- lack of any UI hierarchy
- lack of a professional visual presence,  
- major UX flaws including usability and cross platform issues
- complicated user flow to add projects
- missing or incomplete e-commerce features 
- unfinished website t- unfinished website text, placeholder images
- lack of basic e-commerce features that would require 
custom development and hiring a whole team of developers 
to go through the code.



So we decided to start fresh and do things properly.

I did this to keep the user experience is consistent across multiple e-commerce 
websites and to ensure my design ideas won’t be something radically that the 
users won’t be familiar with, but instead something that they feel comfortable 
with by keeping certain elements found on other websites in the niche, thus 
building user familiarity.

Are users being refered to a site from friends?
Does the competitor have a physical store and address?
Is the store using in-store marketing techniques to drive traffic to the website?
how can we build brand trust?
How can we handle online payments? is paypal an option?
do we need a newsletter? if so what will the strategy for it be
how can we increase the number of followers on facebook?how can we increase the number of followers on facebook?
what are the brands strenghts?



the original logo some of the logo variations

The final branding



This helped reveal 
important user information:
- users age group,
- if they had a stable income
- what they liked
- how they were spending their time
- when would they shop
- how will they access the website, mobile , 
  tablet, laptop  tablet, laptop
- where would they access the website from?

Targeted group based on the user interactions with the pre-launch marketing campaign

Facts resulted based 
on the Facebook campaign

We chose Magento due to it’s scalability, options and amazing support & number of developers. This 
ensures that even after our collaboration ends, they will still have a easy time finding professionals that 
will help them or find solutions to potential problems, avoiding the problem that happened with the pre-
vious company which lead to starting from scratch.



I then went ahead and sketched some 
user scenarios showing how these 
personas would interact with the website

User Scenario  – Scarlet
Shopping for the latest trends

Scarlet hears about the website from a friend, after complimenting her on her Scarlet hears about the website from a friend, after complimenting her on her 
shoes, she then decides to check out the website. Once she’s on the website, she 
browses the products and sees something that she likes, she sees her friends 
already liking the website so her trust in the website is boosted by seeing her 
friends already liking the page, so she decides to signup via Facebook and then 
she’s asked to share the page for a discount code on her purchase.

User Scenario  – Amanda
Shopping for sales

Amanda already knows about the website, so she browses the products and adds Amanda already knows about the website, so she browses the products and adds 
her favorite products to the cart, so once they are on sale she can get them. The 
products are on sale the next week, so she receives an e-mail alerting her, so she 
goes to the website and checkouts, after the order confirmation message is dis-
played she receives a message asking her to share her order with her friends to 
receive a voucher for her next order.



Knowing now who I was designing for? what the competitors are 
doing? what platform limitation I am working with? how will users 
use the website on a daily basis and having the client requirements, 
helped me define my UX goals and possible challenges

UX Design Goals:

1. Make it intuitive and confortable for people to shop by 
using colors that will please them, reduce number of clicks 
and going back & forth , quick shop and quick checkout, 
quick preview and build a logo that shows trust.

2. Dri2. Drive sales, facebook likes by encouraging users to 
share, visit the facebook page for promotions, participate 
in contests.

3. Drive users to the blog, facebook page and to explore 
categories of the site by displaying blog content and 
placing banners in key areas.

The UX Challenges

The projects challenge consisted in designing a user expe-
rience and UI that would solve the following key aspects.

1. Reduce the number of steps including going back & 
forth between pages by creating quick previews, display-
ing big product images, offering quick add to cart.

2. Encourage exploration by placing banners in key areas 
of the site and offering similar product suggestions.

3. Make users come back by encouraging social media 
interactions and newsletter signups.

By incorporating social aspects into the UX, users are en-
couraged to share their actions with social networks as a 
way to promote the brand, share what they like with their 
friends and  also receive benefits such as discounts. This 
ensures that all the marketing efforts have a higher 
chance to boost sales, without affecting the UX.











Traffic increase since SEO started, 
graph from the actual Google Analytics data. 

Traffic before SEO



FACEBOOK.

The project involved creating a usable concept
for the popular social network as a result
of a readers inquiry regarding how
something like this could be done

- personal project -

SMART WATCH APP - WEARABLE DEVICES

I started the project by brainstorming some possible issues and solutions 
that could appear when designing for wearable devices which helped me 
keep in mind some of the UX limitations that I needed to work with

Limitations:

- defined my audience
- identified the features that are used by  the ma-
jority of users and integrated them into the app
- sketched the top level flow
- created high fidelity wire frames
- defined w- defined why I choose to design for a round watch 
frame
- identified the problem of each main app feature
and came up with a solution
- identified why using the main menu as the first 
screen users see is a bad idea
- crafted the UX and visual design of the app

What I did:

MY ROLE:   UX DESIGNER & VISUAL DESIGNER



MAIN TARGET:
- all genders
- all levels of tech proficiency
- uses facebook daily
- are active on social media
- posts updates at least once per day
- uses the existing mobile facebook app

Where do they use the 
existing mobile app?
- at work and at home
- during travel or transit
- social events
- when waiting

Where they don’t use the existing 
facebook mobile app?
- at meetings 
- during intense activities (reading, jogging)
- at shopping     

How long do they use the 
current mobile app?
I estimated  it to be around 
15 minutes, at average, in a 
single session, based on 
some information provided 
by some connections. 

Due to the large number of features and to 
get a better sense of the most critical fea-
tures to be present, creating a  basic red 
route analysis helps flush out the features 
that would be great to have in order to 
handle most users need as well as identify 
on which I need to prioritize.

All this places can be quite chaotic and thus result in a lot of noise, dis-
tractions or things suddenly popping up, like realizing your just about 
to miss your bus stop.



Normal Transition 
after one 
second

Pressing the logo acts as
a hide button, so users can
hide certain things for later

The Facebook logo acts as a reminder of what app is this, 
in case users forgets like if they meet someone or they 
receive a phone call or locks the watch

Normal Open Transition 
every few 
seconds

Close Tab

Holding the finger
on the screen brings 
up the menu from 
wherever you are,
for easy access

an additional view 
friends and settings 
option might be a 
good idea

NOTE: Due to the smaller screen users would have to do a lot
of scrolling in order to view all the daily activity, thus it’s
better to have an option to view the activity of the people
who they follow

Disappears after
two seconds, thus
reducing the need
for a second gesture

Instead of using the physical buttons, having
on screen buttons makes the interaction
a lot easier by reducing the need to use
force or pressure or extra hand movement

Similar to the online
version, users could
accept or decline 
requests, keeping 
the consistency 
across web and 
wwearable

Users could tap the location and 
select a nearby one if it’s wrong

Users could select the mood
they want to attach to their
check-in process

Confirmation button to prevent 
user accidentally posting updates

Using a horizontal
navigation would
imply a lot of 
swapping thus a 
scroll approach
is better

Using a horizontal
navigation would
imply a lot of 
swapping thus a 
scroll approach
is better

Bigger image so people 
can remember a person 
even if they haven’t 
talked in a while

Preview is a great
way to let people
know if the message
is truly important
or they can wait

As the user scrolls
down the profile image
is made smaller and the
name is hidden to make 
room for more content to be
displayed

Dropping the X button  might be a
possibility in favor of a swipe gesture 

Dropping the Accept/decline
might be a good idea and be replaced
with icons to make less text present
and to present only the core features



Removes the habit of having to check their 
phone every few minutes, due to now being 
able to see instantly when a new notification 
pops up.



Displays the users
profile cover image

Brings the user back
to the time-line by
hiding this message

By holding  it will bring up the option to reject friend 
requests, this way the UI is less cluttered, keeping in mind 
that in most cases friends requests are accepted.



When designing for wearables, the user experience extends beyond 
regular interactions due to the limited screen space, features and inter-
actions possible. Thus their interaction can extend to other devices and 
use that secondary device as a way to view more data or input data.

Having it the primary screen will require users to do additional interactions, such as bringing up 
the menu, swiping until they reach the time line feature, pressing it and then viewing the content.

It’s more important to display content first, as seen from the red route analysis, since things like 
liking a business page, checking-in, viewing who is online and so on, aren’t interactions that are 
done frequently enough.

Using location services  helps improve the 
user experience, so when a person enters a 
store and wants to like their page, for a dis-
count, the app will automatically pull the 
information from their social account, re-
ducing the need for search or input



MY ROLE:   
UX DESIGNER & VISUAL DESIGNER

The project involved redesigning the games UI 
and official website with UX and 

marketing in mind

- personal project -

MMO GAME UX/UI 

After research and testing the product, I was able
to identify some of the issues that were affecting the users

- redesigned the games UI and Website
- improved the overall UX for new and veteran users by keeping in mind both groups
- created a more visual and immersive experience for new and old players
- maintained and adapted to the the existing look and feel of the UI when designining 
as a way to avoid community backlash due to a completely new design direction
- proposed new features and impr- proposed new features and improved existing ones based on community feedback 
as a way to improve the overall user experience
- proposed completely new and original features as a way to improve the UX by en-
couraging user interactions and social play
- rethought certain UI elements to improve the experience 

What I did:



Problem  set 1:
Users have to go constantly back and forth between
tabs to apply certain settings or seek info across panels

This leads to:
- new users not knowing how to get back to the previous panel
- new users once they select a tab and close the tab forget about the rest of the tabs (1)
- increased number of clicks and actions to perform an easy task
- constantly having to click on a tab, make the change, go back, select another tab, make the change and so on

The quick fix involves turning the existing back 
button into a dropdown this way users would 
have faster access to those panels.

The goal with this was to provide all the relevant 
information about a character in a single panel 
without having to visit roughly 5 tabs to seek out 
this information or perform a increased number 
of interactions, which would be quite daunting 
when having multiple characters as most users 
have.

OTHER ISSUES THE REDESIGN WILL SOLVE:
- identify a users order, without having to go into 
a separate tab, then identify under which tab it is 
and then read an entire paragraph to find out

- easily identifiable titles so new users can easily 
select them without having to search for them

-- easily see guilds and which one is selected for 
the current character

- crafting level as a way to inform new users of 
this feature in game and for vetarans to see 
which crafting they have for this character

USER SEES TAB LIST [1] - SELECTS OPTION - TAB CONTENT APPEARS [2] - USER MAKES CHANGES 

USER GOES BACK TO THE TAB LIST [1]

and repeats the process for each tab



Problem Set 2:
Complex interactions, lack of depth and users 
prefer to use other means of communications

The actual problems:
- users to find out other users to play with in the area they are,  they have to 
click on location, which sorts it alphabetically and from there they have to 
scroll to find out which players are in the current region as they in order to 
seek help or party together

-- users currently have no option to see which of their guild is currently having 
a wvw raid or a guild mission, thus having to check each of them and read the 
message of the day.

- users currently post in guild chat when they are looking for activities, thus 
players who login 10 minutes after the message has been sent don’t see that 
message and thus instead of playing together they play solo or with strangers

Since MMO’s are ment to be social and be played with 
others, GW2 having an emphasis on playing together an 
easier way for users to see who is currently on their map or 
nearby is crucial.  This ensures players could ask other 
players for help that are nearby or maybe party together to 
tackle different things, thus improving the social and overall 
user experience during their adventures while also making 
ththe guild panel useful.

Guilds usually host a large number of players, each with their 
own interests. Currently users post in guild chat that they are 
looking for a group for a certain activity, however if a user 
just logs in they won’t see that message and thus pass that 
oportunity. By providing a way for users to list and see what 
other members are looking for to do, they will be encouraged 
to play together, pushing the social aspect further.

Guild notifications, help inform users that certain guild activities 
are in progress or that a global guild message has been sent.

Players play at different hours and at different hours certain 
guilds might have a higher player base active, having the ability 
to see how many players are online in that guild would ensure 
they will always have someone familiar to play or chat with. 

Displaying a user portrait helps emerge 
players into the game, by creating a 
bond and asigning a face or character 
to that name and not being just a face-
less name that you may or may not 
meet. This also helps showcase the look 
of different characters since GW2 is 
hheavily aimed at cosmetics, thus result-
ing in social conversations like players 
congratulating on how awesome / 
funny their character look or how 
they’ve changed it for the better, while 
also creating a goal for new players

Guilds: 



Problem 3:
Lack of visual hierarchy between 
all the different activities

My approach to the problem mentioned above was to create a more 
visual appealing solutions that ignites interest for new players. Since 
them being a simple name doesn’t communicate excitement for new 
users who might not know what that dungeon is about.

BBy incorporating images users can get a sense of that dungeon and 
actually be interested in trying it out since it looks appealing to 
them, while also making it easier to remember for people with a 
visual memory.

BBy grouping the main activities to the left and their “content” to the 
right, it ensures that a hierarchy is created thus users can easily 
identify that there are four different types of activities that they can 
engage in.

Problem 4:
Difficulty tracking progress, keeping 
track of the story, navigation issues

The problems:
- a lack of hierachy between personal story, living world or expansion 
content while making it hard to differentiate between these aspects

- a summary or recap of what happened in the previous
season / chapter of the living story thus making users read through 
the last chapters to catch up or seek outside information

My approach to solving the issues mentioned above involved creat-
ing a auto-rotating horizontal slider that will let users focus on what 
chapter / season they want to go through by watching a small teaser 
video or reading a bit of information about it.

This ensures a hierar-
chy is set thus they can 
focus on a single thing 
and not get distracted 
or overwhelmed by ad-
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+400 
user comments

getting featured
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Published on: LinkedIn Pulse

INDUSTRY BREAKDOWN: UX vs UI vs IXD vs 
VISUAL vs  PRODUCT DESIGNERS

The article goes into detail about the different design niches 
found in the web industry, what their actual roles is and what 
makes them different as a way to help people who are new to 
the industry get familiar what the purpose of these roles are in 
the products cycle.

Published on: LinkedIn Pulse

LINKEDIN: BAD USER EXPERIENCE AT IT’S FINEST
ARTICLE SNIPPET:

ARTICLE SNIPPET:

The article highlight the problems with the user experience of 
the popular social network, while also highlighting the issues 
the new dashboard redesign brought up, making it a real user 
experience nightmare.



Published on:  - to be announced

DESIGNING A USER EXPERIENCE WITH SEO IN MIND

The article aims to solve the problem that involves altering the  
user experience for seo purposes, once the product is live by in-
forming designers how to craft user experience with seo from 
the ground up and how they can build better website flows that 
not only work but also drive traffic, while also talking about 
website optimization  and ways to build smarter wireframes.

Published on: usabilitygeek.com

DESIGNING A USER EXPERIENCE FOR 
WEARABLE DEVICES

The article aims to provide some insight regarding how design-
ers should approach the user experience design process when 
tackling wearable devices as well as the future of the industry 
once wearables build some market traction. The article when 
released, it reached the top of the most read articles on the site.

ARTICLE SNIPPET:
ARTICLE SNIPPET:



Published on: http://builtbyg.com/blog

WHAT IS AGILE, SCRUM AND LEAN UX DESIGN?

The article helps solve the mystery that is Agile and Lean by 
easily pointing out the difference between the two and how 
they work as well as their advantages and disadvantages.

Published on: http://builtbyg.com/blog

HOW TO CREATE A UX DESIGN WITH 
GAMIFICATION IN MIND

The article aims to solve the problem that involves altering the  
user experience for seo purposes, once the product is live by in-
forming designers how to craft user experience with seo from 
the ground up and how they can build better website flows that 
not only work but also drive traffic, while also talking about 
website optimization  and ways to build smarter wireframes.

ARTICLE SNIPPET:
ARTICLE SNIPPET:





// Web & Visual Design

  Host

ALLOY
WEB HOSTING DESIGN

The project involved creating the home 
page design for their upcoming hosting 
platform. The client wanted to see what the 
website would look like before hiring 
developers and starting their business.

The brief required that the hosting 
packages should be visible on the front 
page and I’ve proposed numerous other 
marketing tactics to boost conversion rates 
and drive engagement.

Photoshop

Website design, Conversions 

Duration: 3 Days



// Web & Visual Design

ABRAHAM

LAWYERS
LAW COMPANY

The client is a Romanian law company, of-
fering a wide variety of legal services. They 
approached me to design their upcoming 
website as well as their logo.

The brief stated that they wanted a website 
with bright colors that would make them 
stand out & unforgettable. 

The client provided some references and 
from my previous experience with law 
companies I was sure that they didn’t want 
to look too corporate and unaproachable, 
resulting in the following design.

Photoshop

Website Design, Conversions, Branding

Duration: 1 Week
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// Web & Visual Design

CPR
PRODUCTIONS
The design was created for an up and 
coming music production company as 
a way to help them get better exposure
and let their clients see what they’ve 
achieved so far.

The main purpose was to create a website 
that would display their brand strenghts, 

fi
unique in the market and promote these 
aspects.

Another key factor was to let users 
experience some of the music they have 
created and what clients have they worked 
with when visiting their website, while also 
showcasing the fact that they are always 
active on the music scene, producing new 
stuff, making the news and so on.

The design promoted these aspects while 
being built with conversions, user 
experience and marketing in mind  and it 
also required some custom UI assets.

Photoshop

Website Design, Conversions , UI Design

Duration: 4 Days

MUSIC STUDIO
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// Web & Visual Design

CLOUD

HOSTING
Website design that I’ve created for a US 
based design company, with whom I’ve 
collaborated on multiple projects.

The client wanted something more 
creative and eccentric that would promote 
the whole idea of cloud hosting. In order to 
test how valid the whole idea is,  I went with 
a cloud based background approach that 
could be swaped to another one in an A/B 
Testing session, this would help see which 
version the website users would enjoy 
more as well as which one would help drive 
sales.

Photoshop

Website Design, Conversions

Duration: 1 Week
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// Web & Visual Design

UBISOFT 
REDESIGN
The design was created as part of a creative 
exercise after seeing their original website 

fi
improvements on the visual and user expe-
rience side.

Knowing that each time a major redesign is 
suddently launched, user groups get con-
fused. I decided to take their existing layout 
but improve it by incorporating more visual  
and ux elements. 

Thus some custom UI elements were creat-
fi

which was selected as a way to boost the 
product images by creating high contrast 
and thus capturing the users attention and 
increasing click through rate.

Photoshop

Website Design, Conversions , UI Design

Duration: 4 Days

CREATIVE EXERCISE
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// Web & Visual Design

GUILD
WARS 2
The next website in my series of creative 
exercises that were aimed to approach a 
different design style that I haven’t done
in a while.

This time the purpose was to redesign their 
existing website as a way to better promote 
their product for both new & returning 
users. Keeping this in mind I’ve narrowed 
down the key features that makes this 
product unique as well as indentify the user 
groups that would visit the website, these 
were: press, new users, pro users. Thus the 
need to create a page that would be target-
ed at each of these users need.

After a breakdown of their interest and 
reason for visiting the website, I was able to 
identify the key areas that would be pres-
ent on the website.

The actual design was done to match their 
product artstyle thus a lot of custom UI 
elements were created that would have an 
artistic and decayed look.

Photoshop

Website Design, Conversions , UX  & UI Design

Duration: 4 Days

CREATIVE EXERCISE 
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